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Abstract. IT incident management aims to maintain high levels of service quali-
ty and availability by restoring normal service operations as quickly as possible 
and minimizing business impact. Enterprises often maintain many applications to 
support their business. It is a significant challenge to diagnose incidents at appli-
cation level due to complicated causes often aggregated from the shared IT envi-
ronment, network, hardware, software, and changes. In this paper, we present a 
new approach to diagnosing application incidents by effectively searching for re-
levant co-occurring and reoccurring incidents. These relevant incidents reveal 
patterns of application failures and provide insights into incident resolution and 
prevention. This paper also provides a case study where we implement this ap-
proach and evaluate its performance in terms of search accuracy.  

Keywords. Incident management, IT service management, incident relation, 
co-occurrence, reoccurrence, text analytics. 

1 Introduction 

The objective of the IT Incident Management is to restore normal service operations 
quickly to minimize business impact, thus ensuring high levels of service quality and 
availability [4]. An incident is any event which is not part of the standard operation of 
a service and which causes, or may cause, an interruption to or a reduction in the 
quality of that service. Incidents are the result of failures or errors in IT infrastructure. 
Incident management becomes more important as IT’s contribution to business is ever 
growing. It also faces increasing challenges because an enterprise often maintains 
many applications in a shared IT environment composed of thousands of interdepen-
dent IT components, e.g. network, hardware, software etc. Incident diagnosis often 
requires investigation on complicated causes aggregated from this environment. Thus 
a sophisticated analytical platform is needed to aggregate events from multiple 
sources, detect suspected causes, suggest resolution, and predict potential failures.  

In this paper, we present a new IT incident management approach to diagnosing 
incidents by effectively searching for relevant co-occurring and reoccurring inci-
dents. Co-occurring incidents happen at different IT components concurrently and are 
possibly caused by the same root causes. Reoccurring incidents repeat over time with 
similar symptoms or features.  These relevant incidents together can reveal patterns 
of application incidents, helping subject matter experts (SMEs) to reason about root 
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causes of incidents and accelerate incident resolution. This paper also presents a case 
study where we implemented and tested this approach. Since our approach is devel-
oped based on a generic incident data structure, it can be applied in similar scenarios 
in incident management, for example, IT help desk support. The rest of this paper is 
structured as follows. Section 2 describes a motivating real-world case. In Section 3, 
we discuss the technical details of the proposed approach. Section 4 describes the 
implementation and reports evaluation results. Section 5 compares this approach with 
related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper with future work outlined. 

2 Case Study 

A large corporation in the IT industry has over a thousand applications to support its 
business ranging from large-scale packaged applications (e.g. SAP) to small proprie-
tary systems, which run in a shared, dynamic IT infrastructure.  A critical objective is 
to maintain high-level application availability and reduce outages. It is challenging to 
diagnose incidents at the application level, because those incidents are often aggre-
gated effects from problems in other lower layers. For example, the enterprise had a 
recent incident that blocked online orders for software. Meanwhile, another applica-
tion supporting software downloading also failed. An exhaustive investigation led to a 
highly suspected cause that a dependent application for authenticating customers 
failed because of a storage area network outage happened in another geographic area.  

Although this company has an integrated system for reporting and managing all IT 
incidents, relevant incidents could not be easily discovered for a few reasons. First, IT 
components are often managed by workgroups organized by expertise and by geogra-
phy in a matrix structure. Due to this separation, relevant incidents may not be well 
communicated across workgroups. Second, the entire IT platform involves extreme 
complicated dependencies among IT components. Without deep knowledge about 
such dependencies, it would be impossible to scope relevant ones out of a huge num-
ber of incidents. Moreover, such dependencies are under constant evolution as the 
platform changes (e.g., provisioning new servers). Finally, useful information about 
an incident, such as affected IT components, symptoms, diagnosis results, is often 
recorded as free-form text. A typical incident is shown in Table 1. Another phenome-
non is the frequent use of ambiguous acronyms. For example, depending on the con-
text, “HRS” may mean “Hostname Resolution System” (an application name) or 
“Hours”. Searching incidents only by keywords without considering their context is 
often deficient. Next, we propose a new search method to overcome these challenges. 

3 Search for Relevant Incidents 

As illustrated by the case study, an incident is often not an isolated event. It can be 
diagnosed by finding relevant co-occurring and reoccurring incidents and consolidat-
ing them to discover insights regarding how it happened and how it can be fixed. Our 
search algorithm consists of three steps: classifying incidents, searching incident by 
keywords, and calculating relevancy score and ranking search results. 
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3.1 Incident Classification 

A common practice in IT Incident Management is to classify incidents by proper cat-
egories [4,8]. For example, we classify the incidents in the case study by keywords 
from these facets [6]: application, server, middleware, infrastructure, and symptom. It 
is often feasible to obtain decent vocabulary for these facets. For instance, companies 
usually maintain lists of applications, servers and middleware as part of their asset 
portfolio. Such lists become good dictionaries. One can also gather a list of frequently 
used terms as a dictionary, for instance, for symptom facet. With these dictionaries, 
keywords can be extracted from incident text by using text analysis software, for in-
stance, IBM Context Analytics (ICA) [3]. Synonyms and annotation patterns are used 
to improve the accuracy of extraction. For example, MQ is a synonym of MQSeries. 
After classification, an incident can be represented by a bag of keywords. For in-
stance, incident IN1 in Table 1 is classified by keywords as shown in Figure 1. These 
keywords are referred to as classification keywords in this paper. 

Table 1. An Example of Application Incidents 

Attributes Value 

Incident ID IN1 

Problem Abstract ServerXYZ Issue: MQ connectivity has been reported lost.   

Problem  

Description 

Ticket#: Sev1;  Application: SomeApp;  Server/URL: ServerXYZ 

Issue: MQ connectivity has been reported lost.  ITD (InternetService) team should 

verify and  "run mustGather and recycle SomeApp (on ServerXYZ and ServerXYZ 

2 as needed; Duty manager needed or not (not at this time); if so, impact:  No reve-

nue impact.  Business impact is to some of the SomeApp (software service) orders 

(but not all); Team to be engaged: InternetService 

Problem Result SomeApp recycled 

Occurred Time 2011-12-25 08:28:00 

Solved Time 2011-12-25 09:25:40 

Account ID SomeAccount 

Resolver Group SomeGroup 

 
After classification, a critical step is to validate the accuracy of each extracted 

keyword and assign an appropriate accuracy weight that can be used for discovering 
relevant incidents later. This validation is to ensure (1) an acronym is semantically 
correct, and (2) the combination of extracted keywords for an incident is valid against 
proper domain knowledge. For example, we need to check if acronym “HRS” indeed 
means “Hostname Resolution System”. We first check if its full name can be found in 
the incident text. If it cannot be found, we rely on other extracted keywords or 
attributes to infer the meaning as in (2). For the example shown in Figure 2, we have 
learned that “SomeApp” is hosted in server “ServerXYZ” and requires middleware 
“MQSeries”. With this application architecture information, we can confirm that the 
combination of keywords {SomeApp, ServerXYZ, mqseries} is correct. In case  
domain knowledge is not available, we can learn it dynamically by checking  
co-occurrence of keywords [1]. For example, if the joint probability of keyword  
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“SomeApp” and “ServerXYZ2” is higher than a certain level, we can infer that “Ser-
verXYZ2” may be a hosting server of “SomeApp”. After validation, we assign an 
accuracy weight w1 to each extracted keyword to indicate the level of confidence on 
its validity. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Classification of Example 1 

3.2 Relevant Incident Search 

After classification, we structure incident information out of the free-form text. Then 
we design a hybrid search engine integrating both faceted search and free text search 
to discover co-occurring and re-occurring incidents. To simplify its use, the search 
engine requires only an incident ID as an input, and automatically decides appropriate 
search keywords and ranks returned results by relevancy from high to low. 

To find reoccurring incidents, the search engine uses classification keywords as 
search terms. For example, Figure 1 shows all search keywords for finding reoccur-
ring incidents of IN1 (see Table 1). It takes additional consideration to find co-
occurring incidents. First, co-occurring incidents happen about the same time. Hence, 
a mandatory time constraint is placed to limit the search scope to recent incidents. 
Second, co-occurring incidents may be reoccurring events. Therefore, classification 
keywords are also taken. Moreover, co-occurring incidents may indicate dependencies 
among involved IT components. Hence, we also add keywords representing depen-
dent components as search terms. We refer to these keywords as dependency  
keywords. Taking the same example of IN1, to find co-occurring incidents, two de-
pendent applications, “DepApp1” and “DepApp2”, are added. A boosting weight (w2) 
can be assigned to each search keyword based on its impact. Our search engine as-
signs a default weight for each dependency keyword, for instance, w2 = 2. 

With search keywords defined, incidents that satisfy any of the search keywords 
and mandatory time constraints are returned to achieve a high recall rate. For instance, 
to search for co-occurring incidents for IN1, its search keywords and time constraints 
are represented as a query shown in Figure 2. This query consists of both structured 
and unstructured portions. The structured query searches for incidents by using the 
incident classification keywords and structured fields in database tables. The unstruc-
tured part handles the need for free text search, for example, incident symptoms. The 
final search result is the union of those returned from the two queries.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Formulate Search Keywords as Queries  

Structured: 
(application in (“SomeApp”, “DepApp1”, “DepApp2”) or server in (“ServerXYZ”, “ServerXYZ2”) or 
middleware in (“mqseries”)) and occurred_time between (“12/22/2011”, “12/25/2011”)  ) 

Unstructured: 
+mq +connectivity date>="2011-12-22" date<="2011-12-25"

Application:  SomeApp 
Server:  serverXYZ, ServerXYZ2 
Middleware:  mqseries 
Symptom: mqseries connectivity
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With a large number of results returned from search, we adapt vector-space model 
[7] slightly to calculate the similarity score for returned incidents. Based on this mod-
el, a document is represented as a vector of keywords , , … ,  in a n-
dimensional vector space, where  is the weight of keyword i. | |  ∑  is the 
length of the vector. The similarity between ( ,  is the cosine of the angle θ be-
tween them, i.e., s cos  · | | | | , where  ·  ∑ . The vector space 

in our case contains the classification keywords of incidents. The vector of an incident 
contains all of its classification keywords, and conditionally the dependency key-
words. When a dependency keyword is found in a returned incident, it is added to the 
vector to boost the similarity score. The weight of a keyword is , where  
is the accuracy weight and  is the boosting weight. Note that in a regular vector-
space model, keyword frequency is often an important factor for weight. However, 
here incident text is often dominated by technique specification or message logs. For 
instance, a server name appears many times in a log. Frequency-based weights may 
favor incidents with lengthy messages and have negative impact on search precision.  

To illustrate, consider two relevant incidents IN2 (v2) and IN3 (v3) for incident IN1 
(v1) as shown in Table 2. v1 has five classification keywords (w1=1) and two depen-
dency keywords (w2 = 2). v2 matches three of the classification keyword (i.e., ·3). The similarity score between v1 and v2 is √ √ 0.77. v3 matches one clas-

sification keyword and one dependency keyword. Thus, · = 1*1+2*2=5 and the 

length of v1 is 5 2 9. The similarity score between v1 and v3 is √ √ 0.75.  

The similarity score considers whether two incidents are similar to each other in 
terms of classification keywords, but it may not be sufficient for finding truly relevant 
incidents. Take a query with two keywords {“db2”, “SomeApp”} as an example. This 
query may return a large number of incidents because db2 is a widely used compo-
nent. Among them, many incidents are about general DB2 issues irrelevant to specific 
applications. However, since these incidents are classified by only “DB2” keyword, 

their similarity score √ 71% is actually pretty high.   

Table 2. Calculating Similarity Score 

Incident 
Keyword Vector ·

(or v3)
|v1|*|v2| 
(or |v3|) 

Similarity 
SomeApp ServerXYZ ServerXYZ2 mq

mq 
conn. 

dependent app 

DepApp1 DepApp2

v1 IN1 1 1 1 1 1  2    
v2 IN2 1 1  1    3 √5 √3 0.77 

v3 IN3  1     2 5 √9 √5 0.75 

 
In order to filter irrelevant results, we use attributes other than the classification 

keywords to infer a broad context. In the IT incident management domain, an account 
is a well-accepted concept representing an organization unit responsible for the reso-
lution of incidents in a particular business area. In general, each account involves 
general-purpose support workgroups, such as Network Support team, and specialized 
support team, e.g. Internet Service support team. The technology configuration of an 
account thus can be inferred from the specialized workgroups. We plot a diagram 
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Implementation and Evaluation 
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Table 3. Evaluation Result 
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Result 
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domain related to this work is text mining [1,6] and machine learning [2]. A compre-
hensive survey of techniques in this domain is provided by [1]. In our work, we 
adapted Vector Space Model to calculate relevancy score between incidents. Another 
technique used by our work is co-occurrence networks, which represent the collective 
interconnection of terms based on their paired presence within a specified unit of text 
[1]. We apply this concept to automatically learn keyword dependency as domain 
knowledge. 

6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

IT incident management, which ensure high levels of service quality and availability, 
is a significant challenge primarily because enterprises often maintain many applica-
tions in shared dynamic IT environments. In this paper, we present a new approach to 
diagnosing application incidents by effectively searching for relevant co-occurring 
and reoccurring incidents. We designed a hybrid search engine that finds relevant 
incidents in both structured and unstructured formats. These relevant incidents togeth-
er reveal underlying patterns of incidents and then provide SMEs insights into inci-
dent causes and resolution. We implemented this approach and evaluated its  
performance in terms of search accuracy. The pilot test shows that this approach is 
reasonably effective in discovering relevant incidents. Our future work is to develop 
predictive modeling capability based on relevant incidents discovered. We also plan 
to enhance its root cause analysis capability with a richer set of test data and test  
cases.  
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